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O’Reilly Celebrates Expansion into Puerto Rico 

Two locations for The Friendliest Parts Store in Town and a distribution center 
 

BAYAMÓN, Puerto Rico (May 21, 2023) – To serve both do-it-yourself and professional service 
providers in more places, O’Reilly Automotive, Inc., (“O’Reilly”) (Nasdaq: ORLY) has expanded into 
Puerto Rico, opening its first distribution center and two retail stores in Hatillo and Bayamón.  
 
O’Reilly cut the ribbons on the facilities today, celebrating those who’ve worked to bring the retailer to 
the island. “This expansion would not be possible without the outstanding dedication of our team 
members,” said Greg Johnson, O’Reilly chief executive officer. “We’re known for our teamwork and 
enthusiasm, so it was no surprise to me how excited our team members were to bring our services to 
a new area, with many traveling to the island to help with training and setup.” 
 
The new stores and distribution center have created dozens of jobs, and O’Reilly is looking to fill even 
more positions. Applicants can search for jobs in stores at https://orly.cc/3Iez3EU or in distribution 
centers at https://orly.cc/3Olv8d5 
 
The Puerto Rico distribution center is attached to the Bayamón store and features more than 128,000 
square feet of warehouse and office space. 
 
“We always strive to get the right part to our customers where and when they need it,” Johnson said. 
“We also pride ourselves on stepping out from behind the counter to help customers with everything 
from wiper blade installation to battery testing and more. At O’Reilly, you’ll find the friendliest, most 
knowledgeable Professional Parts People.” 
 
*Video here: https://vimeo.com/user73680640/review/828681816/288af581ac 

https://vimeo.com/user73680640/review/828686068/079e4f8f04 

 
About O’Reilly Automotive, Inc. 
Since 1957, O’Reilly Automotive, Inc., has grown from a family-owned company to a leader in the automotive replacement parts 

industry. It supplies equipment, tools, parts, and accessories to professional service providers and do-it-yourself customers across the 

United States, Mexico and now, Puerto Rico. With more than 6,000 store locations and growing, the O’Reilly Professional Parts People 

deliver excellent customer service, knowledge and value to the communities they serve. 
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